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Fire Station No. 5 stands in a late nineteenth-century residential area, approximately 
one mile northwest of downtown Knoxville. Built in 1907, the station has served the 
Mechanicsville section of the city, a neighborhood of one- and two-story frame and 
brick residences and a few commercial buildings.

This two-story, brick building has a symmetrical facade (southeast elevation) and a 
square floor plan. A square fire hose drying tower, with a pyramidal r-of, rises 
from the center of the facade; this element is ornamented with a parapet-like base 
which has decorative scrolls. The building's plan, boxed cornice has simple block 
brackets and is found also on the tower. The low hip roof has a tall,thin decorated 
chimney near its southern corner and a plain chimney near the rear (northwest) wall; 
a stack which was located near the northeast wall has been removed. The original 
roofing material1 was replaced with asphalt shingles.

Large, deeply recessed equipment doors dominate the facade. A 1915 photograph shows 
that the original double-leaf doors opened outward; one of the present doors rolls up, 
and the other opening has been partially enclosed and has a large and a small door. 
Heavy, stone lintels, with a scroll and torch motif, surmount each opening. The 
northeast and southwest walls are similar in fenestration and ornamentation. The 
basket-arch windows have beige brick lintels; this polychrome effect appears also in 
the distinctive oval window and lintels of the facade and in the tower's round-head 
lintels and belt course. The rear wall has a single, large equipment door. A small, 
brick boiler room, which was attached to this wall, has been removed. Equipment 
employed to hoist hay up to the loft remains in evidence.

The first floor provides space for the fire fighting equipment, and the second housed 
the firemen's living quarters. Three brass firepoles and clothing lockers are still 
in the building. The interior has been changed little during the seventy-one years 
that the firehall has been in use.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Fire companies in Knoxville at the turn of the century had a complement of five to 
seven men, four horses, a steam pumper and a hose wagon. When the alarm sounded the 
horses were taken from stalls in the rear of the station and hitched to the equipment. 
A gas pilot light ignited the firebox of the engine, and when the steamer reached 
the scene of the fire there was sufficient: pressure to pump water to fight the blaze. 
In 1917 Knoxville replaced its steam-powered, horse-drawn equipment with motorized 
fire engines. Fire Station No. 5>, which was built in 1907 at a<cost of $10,550, is 
the oldest fire station in Knoxville and the only remaining firehall designed to house 
horse-drawn fire fighting machines. Moreover, it is one of the remaining two fire 
stations which still has brass fire poles and the only one with a fire hose drying tower,

Fire Station No. 5, like similar facilities in most urban neighborhoods, has served 
and continues to function as an information center for the Mechanicsville area, a 
densely populated section of Knoxville with a confusing complex of intersecting streets. 
People still stop at the station seeking directions and other information.

Most public buildings are designed with function as the main criterion; Fire Hall No. 5 
satisfied this requirement and continues to operate as an integral part of the Knoxville 
Fire Department. Although utilitarian in design, this stylistically eclectic building 
is an architectural laijdmark in the Mechanicsville neighborhood. Except for the 
removal of one chimney and part of another, modifications in the equipment doors, and 
removal of the boiler room, the building has largely retained its original appearance.

The Knoxville Fire Department intends to phase out Fire Station No. 5 within a year 
or two, however, the city will retain ownership of the building. Preliminary plans 
are being prepared to rehabilitate the station and convert it into a community center.
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